Snap – Click – Done!

Replacing worn or damaged bottom blades has never been so simple with MagKnife™. Exclusively available from Ransomes Jacobsen, it’s a revolutionary new system using powerful magnets to attach bottom blades to greens and fairway cylinder mowers, eliminating the need for screws.

Replacement is reduced from hours to minutes with this new patented screwless system. And there are additional benefits too! Debris passes through the bottom blade minimising damage to the cylinder. It’s so quick and simple to use, changing blades for mowing after top dressing or for a tournament finish takes minutes! And it’s retro fit, so the system will fit older machines as well.

Save time, money and improve the finish of your course. Call today on +44 (0)1473 270000 for a (very quick!) demonstration or more information.
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Ransomes Jacobsen Ltd is the first groundscape equipment manufacturer accredited to ISO14001